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Do business better
Retaining your banking customers is much more
economical than regaining them, and attracting new
customer costs even more. Top-performing financial
institutions know that the best way to leverage the
lifetime value of a banking customer is to provide great
service at a sensible cost.
When top customer service is your goal, there’s no
substitute for detailed, concise customer information
that includes easy and complete access to account,
demographic, and relationship data. Successful
banking requires a 360-degree view of detailed
customer information at both the relationship and
account levels so that you can manage your customer
relationships effectively and achieve peak profitability
and superior customer service.

Leverage experience
Infor™ has been a leading provider of software and
services to the banking and financial services industry
for more than 25 years. Our products and professional
services support the mission critical operations at
leading banks and credit unions worldwide. Our expert
team understands how to engineer and implement
solutions that roll out quickly and return value promptly.
They understand the importance of accountability,
accuracy, and sound banking practices in the service
your customers and your community. As a result, we
offer a comprehensive range of training, support, and
professional services focused on helping you offer
reliable support to your customers around the clock.

Achieve top performance and
outstanding customer service
with the Infor Infopoint Customer
Management suite.

Get business specific
To give you the best possible tools for top performance
and outstanding customer service, we’ve built the Infor
Infopoint Customer Management suite by combining
best-of-breed mainframe and distributed applications
for peak performance and maximum reliability.
Financial institutions consistently require detailed,
concise customer information that includes easy and
complete access to account, demographic and
relationship data. Through a combination of mainframe
and distributed applications and solutions, the Infor
Infopoint Customer Management suite provides a
360-degree view of detailed customer information at
both the relationship and account levels. The main
modules of the suite include:
Core customer relationship management
Infor Infopoint Relationship CIF (RCIF) operates on the
premise that a customer record should exist once, and
only once. Infopoint RCIF serves as the repository for
everything known about the customer, including:
• Account information
• Demographics
• Relationships
• Names and addresses

Infopoint RCIF provides comprehensive inquiry
capabilities with multiple levels of information for quick
analysis of cross-selling opportunities.
It also helps you do better banking by giving you
high-quality customer services, better support for credit
decisions, and a greater ability to meet management
requirements today.
The key features of RCIF include:
• Complete customer profiles
• Multiple access methods
• Customer-to-customer relationships
• Customer-to-account relationships
• Account-to-account relationships

Infor Infopoint De-dupe
Improve customer service and increase productivity by
using Infopoint De-dupe to identify and automatically
combine duplicate customer records. De-dupe can also
recognize potential or suspected duplicates and present
them for review.
Infor Infopoint Relationship Pricing
Reward customers based on the balances of their
accounts, strengthen relationships, improve retention, and
attract low-cost depository funds with Infor Infopoint
Relationship Pricing. It works with Infopoint RCIF to
automatically enroll accounts into pricing plans, and it also
connects with Infor Infopoint Deposits to modify service
charge amounts based on the objectives of your plan.

• Multiple user-defined relationship codes

Integration and user interfaces

• Customer and account level mailing instructions

Infor Infopoint IQ

• Seasonal mailing instructions

• Customer and account comments

Leverage the standard messaging technology in Infopoint
IQ to provide efficient integration between customer data
and front-end or channel applications, such as a platform
application or internet banking, and eliminate the costs of
hard-wired, point-to-point interfaces and the inefficiency of
clumsy screen scraping interfaces.

• Online real-time environment

Business intelligence and reporting

• Unique customer number

All levels of management need insight into the information
stored in the Infopoint RCIF application to help them serve
their customers better, identify target markets, monitor
geographic demographics, and define marketing
promotions as well. A standard extract from Infopoint RCIF
for customer demographic and relationship information
coupled with a data mart schema, can provide consistent
information for queries, interfaces, management reporting,
and third-party reporting applications such as EDW,
marketing, and householding tools.

• Email addresses
• Communication options
• Customer demographics

• Real-time address validation
Infor Infopoint Scrub
Converting account-level data to a customer information
file demands that you devote a great deal of time and
effort to cleansing the customer database. Infopoint Scrub
eliminates the need to have numerous people scrub and
standardize name and address data; it quickly and easily
converts names, addresses, customer information,
account demographic data, and account relationships to
create the initial RCIF file. Infopoint Scrub, developed to
run in-house, is perfect for situations in which you need to
add new accounts to RCIF during mergers and
acquisitions.
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As a result:
• Marketing managers have faster access to
ever-changing demographics of their customer base.
• Product managers can determine product penetration
by demographic and geographic criteria.
• Branch officers can make better cross-sell decisions.

Infor Infopoint helps you do better
banking bygiving you high-quality
customer services, better support for
credit decisions, and a greater ability to
meet management requirements.

See results now
In an unpredictable financial services marketplace,
customer loyalty creates stability, which leads to long term
growth. By having the best customer service solutions you
can obtain, you can give your institution the best possible
chance for a profitable future. We’ve designed Infor FMS
Infopoint solutions to give you that result promptly with a
quick return to value.
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About Infor.
Infor is the world's third-largest supplier of enterprise applications and services, helping more than 70,000 large and
mid-size companies improve operations and drive growth across numerous industry sectors. To learn more about Infor,
please visit www.infor.com.
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